Catalog # 8006  
**Stained Glass Primer**  
By Mollica  
A great beginner instruction book.

Catalog # 8022  
**Stained Glass, Beginning To Advanced Patterns**  
By Walton  
Contains 119 window designs on many topics.

Catalog # 8029  
**Contemporary Stained Glass Projects**  
By Sibbett  
This book contains 16 full-size patterns for projects such as boxes, candle holders, and mirrors. An excellent variety of projects.

Catalog # 8030  
**Art Deco Stained Glass Pattern Book**  
By Sibbett  
Art deco offers 91 workable designs, especially good for a beginning hobbyist.

Catalog # 8031  
**Art Nouveau Stained Glass Pattern Book**  
By Sibbett  
An attractive book containing 104 classic art nouveau designs.

Catalog # 8032  
**Stained Glass Pattern Book**  
By Sibbett  
A very good book containing 88 designs of various styles.

Catalog # 8033  
**Ornamental Flower Stained Glass Pattern Book**  
By Sibbett  
Choose from roses, tulips, lilies, irises, and beautiful floral designs in a variety of sizes, shapes, and styles.

Catalog # 8034  
**Full Size Lampshade Patterns I**  
By Wardell  
22 patterns for swag lamps or table lamps. Comes complete with patterns and instructions, plus “trade secrets.”

Catalog # 8053  
**Victorian Stained Glass Pattern Book**  
By Sibbett  
This book contains 96 designs for workable projects.

Catalog # 8079  
**Easy-To-Make Stained Glass Lightcatchers**  
By Sibbett  
Contains 67 full-size lightcatcher designs, templates of animals, birds, flowers and many more.

Catalog # 8105  
**Glass Fusing**  
By Lundstrom  

Catalog # 8121  
**House Tours II**  
By Judy Miller  
The sequel to the popular House Tours. 100 stained glass and needle art designs suitable for cabinet doors, table tops, screens, mirrors and much more.

Catalog # 8122  
**Easy To Make Stained Glass Boxes**  
By Sibbett  
Contains durable full-size templates for 42 different boxes featuring designs with florals, butterfly, heart, geometric, abstract, art nouveau, art deco, pennsylvania dutch, islamic and contemporary motifs.

Catalog # 8123  
**Easy To Make Christmas And Holiday Lightcatchers**  
By Sibbett  
Contains 66 delightful patterns designed for Christmas and 11 other holidays. Lightcatchers are ideal for decorating windows, doorways and anyplace for a festive touch.

Catalog # 8124  
**The Book Of Fans**  
By Sharp  
50 full-sized patterns for fan lamp bases ranging from beginning to intermediate. 22 color photographs.

Catalog # 8130  
**Patterns For Stained Glass Boxes**  
By Wardell  
Contains 34 complete projects with step-by-step instructions. Box specifications, materials list, project illustration and skill level recommendation are all included.

Catalog # 8131  
**Stained Glass Design**  
By Stanton  
Over 100 designs for the intermediate to advanced craftsman. The book has 10 color pages of work by Tom Stanton. The designs vary from traditional to abstract in style.
Catalog # 8126
Oval Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Eaton
The 60 patterns in this volume will please both the beginning and experienced crafts persons. Subjects include florals, butterflies, birds, sky, sea, and landscapes drawn in abstract, natural, and fantasy styles.

Catalog # 8127
Stained Glass Wall Decorations
By Wardell
Clocks, mirrors, and picture frames. Over 29 complete designs to choose from. This book contains patterns for the beginner as well as the skilled craftsperson.

Catalog # 8128
Patterns For Terrariums & Planters
By Wardell
This comprehensive book contains a wide range of designs for 30 unique stained glass plant containers. Also included is a helpful guide to selecting and caring for glass in terrariums.

Catalog # 8134
Nite Lite Patterns
By Scarab Glass Works
Over 20 unique nite-lite designs complete with detailed instructions for special techniques used.

Catalog # 8136
Introduction To Stained Glass
By Randy Wardell and Judy Huffman
This is a teaching manual. It describes in detail the tools, supplies and techniques necessary to create exciting projects, all specifically designed for the beginning crafter; includes patterns.

Catalog # 8141
Sidelights
By Miller
Designer Judy Miller has compiled this book of her designs suitable for sidelights, including her popular “Beveled Series” windows.

Catalog # 8142
Judy Miller Presents: Pattern Book 1
By Miller
Features 6 full size tear-out window patterns as well as 32 pages of gift items such as mirrors, picture frames, and suncatchers.

Catalog # 8143
Judy Miller Presents: Pattern Book 2
By Miller
Features 6 full size tear-out window patterns as well as 32 pages of gift items such as mirrors, picture frames, and suncatchers.

Catalog # 8144
More Lampshade Patterns II
By Wardell
A collection of 18 full-size patterns for small to medium lampshades. Includes well-illustrated instructions.

Catalog # 8145
Easy To Make Stained Glass Mirror Frames
By Sibbett
A variety of motifs, floral, geometric, birds, and butterflies are included in these 16 full size mirror frame patterns.

Catalog # 8146
Art Glass Images
By Morin
A wide variety of intermediate to advanced designs with an instructional section on enlarging, simplifying, and adapting designs.

Catalog # 8147
Art Glass Boxes
By Thomas
A complete reference manual on the construction of basic to very elaborate stained glass boxes. Patterns and instructions for 10 different types of boxes are included.

Catalog # 8148
Sensational Suncatchers
By Schrader
A favorite with many stained glass enthusiasts, this book features 107 full size designs of different suncatchers. Projects include animals, birds, flowers and more.

Catalog # 8149
Caught Up In Country
By Randy DeMello
6 full-size patterns of your favorite farm animals.

Catalog # 8150
Treasury Of Traditional Stained Glass Designs
By Ann V. Winterbotham
Victorian, Edwardian and Art Deco designs from the 20's, 30's and 40's.

Catalog # 8152
American Bevel Clusters 1 (AB100)
By American Bevel
339 easy to complex original designs incorporating the 84 different bevel clusters available from American Bevel Co.
Catalog # 8193
Oriental Design Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Richard Ott
In oriental tradition and style this book contains 47 designs reflecting the beauty and harmony of nature.

Catalog # 8200
Clearly Country
By Randy DeMello
6 Full-size patterns of cats, rabbits, and ducks.

Catalog # 8194
Decorative Alphabets Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Sibbet
In this book Sibbett has rendered the alphabet in seven different fonts, six accompanied by the numerals 0 thru 9.

Catalog # 8206
Bright Ideas Encore!
By Donna Schulze and Suzanne Cooper
10 panel lamps designs in 4 sizes. Geometric in style and including bevels in most designs.

Catalog # 8204
La Galleria
By Suzanne Cooper
5 Full-size windows with panel lamps based on the designs.

Catalog # 8196
A Break in Time
By Glassmith Studios
62 innovative patterns from Glassmith studios of Canada. Not for beginners or the weak hearted.

Catalog # 8200
Clearly Country
By Randy DeMello
6 Full-size patterns of cats, rabbits, and ducks.

Catalog # 8208
Ensembles In Glass
By Pat Baker and Kathy Beason
Features ensembles for the dining table, dresser and bathroom.

Catalog # 8201
Glass Rhapsody
By Donna Schulze
6 Full-size window patterns. Also box lids, panel lamps, fan lamp, and planter patterns based on the windows.

Catalog # 8217
More Mirror Images
By Valee Studios
Sequel to the Mirror Image, this book includes 6 beautiful, easy to make, stained glass mirror designs.

Catalog # 8205
Classic Alphabets
By Tammie Martin
This book contains 3 alphabet styles in both upper and lower case, as well as numerals. Also included are 20 design drawings and 8 patterns.

Catalog # 8220
Abstract
By Judy Miller
84 color photographs, 53 black & white designs and 3 full size patterns.

Catalog # 8214
Lampworks
By Wardell
16 Unique designs for 10" to 24" diameter shades by five designers.

Catalog # 8206
Clearly Country
By Randy DeMello
6 Full-size patterns of cats, rabbits, and ducks.

Catalog # 8219
More Mirror Images
By Valee Studios
Sequel to the Mirror Image, this book includes 6 beautiful, easy to make, stained glass mirror designs.

Catalog # 8222
Patterns for Mirrors And Frames
By Randy and Judy Wardell

Catalog # 8224
Light Opera
By Suzanne Cooper

Catalog # 8208
Ensembles In Glass
By Pat Baker and Kathy Beason
Features ensembles for the dining table, dresser and bathroom.

Catalog # 8225
Victorian Stained Glass For Today
By Bill Hillman
An outstanding representation of victorian style windows. Includes many side light and transom designs.

Catalog # 8226
A Touch Of Tiffany
By Patrice Lampton
This book includes 13 full size floral designs and helpful hints on choosing & cutting handrolled specialty glasses.

Catalog # 8227
The Perfect Gift
By Janet Schrader
Purely a pattern book. 26 small window patterns of birds, flowers, fish & animals make this a great book for gift windows.

Catalog # 8228
Wings & Things
By Donna Schulze
23 full size patterns for windows, jewelry boxes, wall cabinet, clock, memo boards, lamps, suncatchers many for use with McNeil Woodwork products.
Catalog # 8232
All That Glitters
By Valee Studios
Sensational patterns for jewelry, kaleidoscopes, treasure chests and time pieces in full color. Complete instructions & helpful hints.

Catalog # 8234
Northern Lights
By Glasssmith Studios
A second collection of panels, windows, and suncatchers. 86 patterns and one premier full size pattern.

Catalog # 8262
The Bevel Made Me Do It
By Valee Studios
Exciting projects featuring standard bevels, jewels, and crystals.

Catalog # 8243
Wall Lamps 2
By Volkman & Volkman
The second of a two book set containing patterns and instructions for 12 unique German wall lamps.

Catalog # 8268
Stained Glass Secrets
By Alicia Larson
This book is a complete course in learning the art of stained glass including 12 lessons and a trouble shooting guide.

Catalog # 8236
Contemporary Southwest Designs
By Jennifer Cole
This book contains many new design ideas utilizing a southwest theme. Included are patterns ranging from simple geometric designs to complex floral and scenic designs.

Catalog # 8239
Bevel Boutique
By Suzanne Cooper
Contains full size designs and easy instructions for 35 bevel overlay projects. All colorfully illustrated.

Catalog # 8246
Dimensions Of Christmas
By Teny Nudson
A delightful book of stained glass Christmas ornaments.

Catalog # 8247
Advanced Fusing Techniques
By Lundstrom
For the advanced fusing glass enthusiast.

Catalog # 8271
Religious Stained Glass For Today
By Bill Hillman
A unique collection of various religious symbols and architectures for stained glass design with several pointers on such things as color considerations.

Catalog # 8234
Wall Lamps 1
By Volkman & Volkman
Translated from the original publication, Wall Lamps 1 presents 12 full-size patterns with simple instructions to make assembly fun and easy.

Catalog # 8251
Glass Casting & Mold Making
By Lundstrom
This book contains complete step by step procedures in glass casting and moldmaking.

Catalog # 8281
Masquerade
By Alee Soderman
A unique book of flat and three dimensional designs centered around the mysterious history of the Masque.

Catalog # 8242
Stained Glass Clock Gallery
By Wardell
This book contains 18 full-size patterns for a variety of stained glass clocks. The designs range from the traditional 3-dimensional clocks to floral and bevel clocks.

Catalog # 8256
Sunshines
By Donna Schulze
61 Super Suncatchers.

Catalog # 8253
Nite Lite Patterns Book II
By Scarab Glass Works
This book contains full size patterns of animals, dinosaurs, fish, birds, flowers and reptiles for use with nite lite electrical fixtures.
Catalog # 8283
The Technique of Decorative Stained Glass
By Paul San Casciani
A comprehensive text book for a great variety of decorative techniques using colored glass. Leading, copperfoiling, fusing, and painting on glass are among the topics discussed in this book.

Catalog # 8284
Bird Designs Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Carolyn Relei
A collection of 77 inspiring bird designs.

Catalog # 8285
Decorative Doorways Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Carolyn Relei
151 designs for sidelights, fanlights, transoms, etc. based on various themes.

Catalog # 8286
Sidelights, Fanlights and Transoms Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Ed Sibbett, Jr.
A variety of motifs including birds, fish, floral, geometric and abstracts cover the pages of this traditional pattern book of 180 designs.

Catalog # 8287
Stained Glass Design Secrets: The Component Method
By Alicia Larson
A complete guide to designing stained glass patterns using the component method of combining (tracing) parts of patterns with other components to make an original design.

Catalog # 8288
The Lampmaking Handbook
By Joe Porcelli
A comprehensive step-by-step guide to designing and building a Tiffany-style leaded glass lamp. 224 pages, profusely illustrated.

Catalog # 8289
Infinity Bevel System II: Book 2
By Raum
The second book contains 87 pages of patterns with more unique ideas, for use with “Infinity” bevels.

Catalog # 8290
Collage
By Martig
An assortment of 9 full-sized patterns for the stained glass enthusiast.

Catalog # 8291
Marine Animals Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Relei
A collection of 82 stained glass patterns devoted to the wonderful world of marine life.

Catalog # 8292
Holiday in Glass
By Schulze
January to December, Christmas to Thanksgiving, this book contains 33 patterns for year round crafting fun.

Catalog # 8293
Flowers of the Field
By Lynch
Eight American wildflower designs in full-size patterns. Includes color photographs and a detailed materials list.

Catalog # 8294
Stained Glass Anatomy
By Larson
Now even Doctors can have stained glass that fits the work place, here are 11 patterns with an inside look at your anatomy.

Catalog # 8295
Contemporary Kilnformed Glass; An International Exhibition
This book contains some of the most creative glass designs and sculptures to date featuring the artist's profiles and work, large photographs, a must for any enthusiast's library.

Catalog # 8296
162 Traditional and Contemporary Designs For Stained Glass Projects
By Wallach
Various stained glass patterns for those who like variety and challenge.

Catalog # 8297
Art Nouveau
By Hillman
88 “New Art” stained glass patterns for beginners or for those who are more advanced. Complete with history and creative tips for crafting.
Catalog # 8326
Bevel Art Lampshades
By Knapp
Complete and detailed includes most of the most popular lampshade designs from table to wall sconce. 29 full-size patterns and step-by-step instruction.

Catalog # 8327
Hourglass
By Hixon
Beginner to advanced this book gives you the play-by-play know how to construct beautiful stained glass clocks. Includes 24 patterns.

Catalog # 8331
Holiday Images
By Michelle
Decorating the house during the holidays can be fun and add that special touch of beauty. Here are 43 patterns geared toward the holidays which include suncatchers, picture frames, and other decorative items.

Catalog # 8337
Simply Christmas
By Cooper
Make Christmas even more exciting and memorable with these unique stained glass projects. Includes 43 full size patterns and color photos.

Catalog # 8338
Flowerscapes
By Schulze
Many beautifully designed patterns, with color photos.

Catalog # 8339
Pictures in Glass
By Fraser
This book includes patterns and color photos of many windows from the more challenging to the most simple.

Catalog # 8342
Favorite Animals
By Volkmann & Volkmann
13 cute full size patterns - pandas, penguins, birds, cats, hippo, elephant, fish and more.

Catalog # 8343
This ‘N’ That 1
By Volkmann & Volkmann
23 unique 3-D patterns - boxes, candle holders, vases, napkin holders, mobiles and more.

Catalog # 8344
This ‘N’ That 2
By Volkmann & Volkmann
25 more truly unique 3-D projects-hand mirrors, lamps, vases, boxes, much more.

Catalog # 8345
Mirrors
By Volkmann & Volkmann
8 fascinating patterns - magician, Deco lady, cockatoo, flowers, shell and much more.

Catalog # 8346
Summer
By Volkmann & Volkmann
15 summer designs for windows and suncatchers: flowers, birds, cats, kids, sunfaces and more.

Catalog # 8347
Teddy & Co.
By Volkmann & Volkmann
24 beginner suncatchers- several teddy bears and bearfriends, clown, hippo, owl, bunny, cats, more.

Catalog # 8348
Wall Clocks 1
By Volkmann & Volkmann
Patterns for 12 unique wall clocks; floral, birds and more.

Catalog # 8349
Lamps 1
By Volkmann & Volkmann
8 patterns for table and hanging lamps; floral, animals, geometric.

Catalog # 8350
Christmas 1
By Volkmann & Volkmann
11 patterns of suncatchers and 3-D objects with Christmas themes.

Catalog # 8351
Spring
By Volkmann & Volkmann
Over 20 window and suncatcher patterns; birds animals, flowers.

Catalog # 8352
Exotic Wildlife
By Volkmann & Volkmann
13 window and suncatcher patterns of birds, butterflies, etc.

Catalog # 8353
Clocks
By Volkmann & Volkmann
8 unique patterns for desktop, mantle and wall clocks.
Catalog # 8354
Doors
By Volkmann & Volkmann
6 patterns for full size door panels with geometric borders, floral and bird centerpieces.

Catalog # 8356
American Bevel Clusters 2 (AB200)
By American Bevel
A great book for the bevel designer, this is the most up to date book of American Bevel designs.

Catalog # 8361
More Bush Beauties
By Sawyer
More "Aussie" suncatchers design from beginning to advanced.

Catalog # 8363
Glass Etching 2
By Oxley & Dobbins
Full of color photographs and detailed step by step instructions. Patterns for the beginner and the most advanced craftsperson.

Catalog # 8364
Classic Cars in Glass 1
By Hassenäcker
Favorite cars with style and grace, true classics. 5 full size patterns with general instructions.

Catalog # 8365
Classic Cars in Glass 2
By Hassenäcker
5 full size patterns with general instructions.

Catalog # 8366
Art Glass Inspirations
By Cann
32 full size patterns with very detailed instructions and user techniques. All degrees of difficulty are outlined and clear. The book also contains SARAL® transfer paper.

Catalog # 8367
Prairie Designs for Stained Glass Windows
By Spatz
More inspirations motivated by Frank Lloyd Wright, Alex Spatz presents 48 original pattern designs.

Catalog # 8368
Simply Lamps
By Cooper
41 lamp patterns, 1 to 10 pieces per panel, beginner to intermediate.

Catalog # 8369
Birds of North America, Volume 1
By McMillian and Doran
Not a Hitchcock classic but a friendly collection of 18 full size patterns for the feathery enthusiast. Complete with materials list and helpful hints.

Catalog # 8370
Heirlooms
By Hixon
29 patterns designed for beginning to intermediate talent. Create lamps, bowls, picture frames and more.

Catalog # 8371
Southwest Expressions 2
By Fohr
Suncatchers, sidelights, skylights, panel, color photos, helpful hints and techniques. 60 patterns, full size patterns available to order, who could ask for more?

Catalog # 8372
Christmas 2
By Volkmann & Volkmann
12 full size patterns for making yule tide favorites.

Catalog # 8373
Mirrors 2
By Volkmann & Volkmann
Full Size Mirror Patterns, Pictures in Color. These mirror patterns are full size. Because we want to offer you many patterns as economically as possible, we must ask you to put the paper pattern pieces together.

Catalog # 8374
Christmas Traditions in Glass
By Terra
Spread Christmas cheer with these easy to make holiday patterns. Hints and tips. Complete lyrics to Twelve days of Christmas included.

Catalog # 8375
Stained Glass
By Kay Bain Weiner
A Guide to Today's Tiffany Copper Foil Technique. Stained Glass covers a range of stained glass techniques using the Tiffany Copper Foil Technique.

Catalog # 8376
Brush On Color Magic
By Kay Weiner
A guide for using multi-purpose Color Magic stains. Craftpersons working in various media will be inspired by dozens of simple step-by-step techniques and how-to photos that cover a wealth of exciting ideas.

Catalog # 8377
Simba + Pussy
By Volkmann & Volkmann
Full Size Patterns Pictures in beautiful Colors.
Catalog # 8385
Distinctive Vases
By Lucinda Doran & Joy Bamford
16 new full-size vase patterns, many featuring straight line bev-els. Complete Glass Class instructions and materials lists for all projects.

Catalog # 8395
Distinctive Vases
By Lucinda Doran & Joy Bamford
16 new full-size vase patterns, many featuring straight line bev-els. Complete Glass Class instructions and materials lists for all projects.

Catalog # 8406
Wall Pictures
By Volkman & Volkman
Introducing Wall Pictures. Decorate your home with beautiful wall pictures painted with stained glass. This book comes with 12 different projects.

Catalog # 8407
Conservation of Stained Glass in America
By Julie L. Sloan
This book contains different techniques of how to preserve and repair stained glass.

Catalog # 8408
Australian Federation SG
By Jillian Sawyer
The designs in decorating with Australian Federation Stained Glass contrive to give an example from each era, with the emphasis being on the Art Nouveau influence.

Catalog # 8409
Prairie Lamps
By Alex Spatz
This beautiful book contains 18 Full-Size Lamp Patterns and Stained Glass Base Patterns.

Catalog # 8410
How To Design Stained Glass With 84 Patterns
By Jennie French
This book is an introduction to designing for stained glass. It is geared toward those people who have mastered the basic skills of glass-working.

Catalog # 8411
Prairie Lamps
By Alex Spatz
This beautiful book contains 18 Full-Size Lamp Patterns and Stained Glass Base Patterns.

Catalog # 8412
Decorative Birds Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Linda Daniels
This Volume offers the stained-glass worker 74 striking patterns for creating a variety of familiar and exotic birds.

Catalog # 8413
Nature Designs Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Harry E. Zimmerman
The Artist presents a wealth of excellent renderings that are very workable for a variety of stained glass projects.

Catalog # 8414
Nature Designs Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Harry E. Zimmerman
The Artist presents a wealth of excellent renderings that are very workable for a variety of stained glass projects.

Catalog # 8415
Prairie Art Glass Drawings
By Dennis J. Casey
Drawings in this book are of art glass windows by Frank Lloyd Wright, but the same designs could be used for ceramic, wood or glass mosaics.

Catalog # 8416
Glass Beads
By Cindy Jenkins
Glass beads have had a magical charm that has fascinated people of all cultures throughout history. This book includes the basics of beadmaking, safety guidelines, pages of special effects and illustrations, etc.

Catalog # 8417
Circular Stained Glass Pattern Book.
By Connie Eaton
You’ll find this versatile collection ideal for making beautiful stained glass windowpanes, mobiles, mirrors, candle shelters, room dividers and many more.

Catalog # 8418
Our Town
By Carolyn & Gordon Otsen
We have full size patterns for Church, School; Market; Gazebo; Train Station; Fire Station; Gas Station; Court House; etc.

Catalog # 8419
Simply Outside
By Suzanne Cooper
40 Projects, 2 to 29 pieces. Garden Sticks, Pests and Pals, Tree & Patio Twirlers, Accent Sticks, Things in Rings, Water Garden Sticks and many more.

Catalog # 8420
Flowers and Fruits Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Carol Krez
The simple elegance and great eye appeal of these 67 designs will make them perfect for many different kinds of stained glass projects.

Catalog # 8421
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8422
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8423
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8424
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8425
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8426
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8427
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8428
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8429
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8430
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8431
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8432
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8433
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.

Catalog # 8434
Stained Glass Photo Frames
By Alex Spatz
20 full size patterns in 3.5”x5” and 5”x7” sizes. Many different styles to choose from.
Catalog # 8429
Windows of Distinction
By Wardell Publications
This luscious, colorful book contains 108 color photo- graphs of leaded glass window installations and 46 detailed line drawings.

Catalog # 8430
Wildlife Of The North
By Debbie Christ
A treasury of life like animals, fish, and wildflower designs to delight the nature lover in us all.

Catalog # 8433
Tiffany Garden Mosaic Stepping Stones & Bricks
By Julie Bishop-Day
In this book you will learn how to create beautiful and functional pieces for garden walkways or patios.

Catalog # 8434
Standabouts
By Frankye & Suzy
29 Designs freestanding accents to stand about in every room of your house. “STANDABOUTS” are easy and fun to make! Just cut, grind and foil each peace.

Catalog # 8435
Audubon Birds
By Carol Krez
These practical design patterns represent 60 of John James Audubon’s famous birds translated into the medium of stained glass.

Catalog # 8438
Prairie Art Glass Drawings Volume 2
By Dennis J. Casey
This book contains of drawings of windows from houses designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. It shows you how to alter size of original window to fit another opening.

Catalog # 8440
Quick and Easy Christmas
By Valerie Hixon
There are 33 designs for a quick as a wink Christmas in this booklet of patterns.

Catalog # 8443
Flowers I
By Volkman & Volkman
These are full size patterns. Choose your favorite colors and make a beautiful stained glass window panel for your home.

Catalog # 8444
Painting with Light
By Narcissus Quagliata
Light, Shadow and Color are beautiful tools for the creation of the environments in which we live, but what is needed is a very special sensitivity to understand them and to harmonize them in space.

Catalog # 8445
Keepsakes in Stained Glass. Angels
By Eva Battoe
Eva Battoe Provides you with different beautiful church patterns of little angels, and other church holy images.

Catalog # 8446
Keepsakes in Stained Glass. BIRDS
By Eva Battoe
27 Ready to use patterns. All different selections of Birds.

Catalog # 8447
Fairies, Elves, & Angels.
By Leslie Gibbs
Over 10 beautiful patterns of Fairies, Elves and Angels all displayed in their mystical environment.

Catalog # 8448
Faerie Lights
By Jillian Sawyer
This book is 58 pages filled with all sorts of Faerie light catchers.

Catalog # 8449
Prarie Style LAMPSHADES & Lanterns
By Scott Haebich
The lampshades and lanterns in this book are relatively simple projects, thanks to all the straight Prairie Style lines.

Catalog # 8450
Prairie Style LAMPSHADES & Lanterns
By Scott Haebich
The lampshades and lanterns in this book are relatively simple projects, thanks to all the straight Prairie Style lines.

Catalog # 8451
Angels II
By Donna Schulze
Angels are heavenly visitors. Angels are our best friends. This book contains of full size patterns of different types of Angels.

Catalog # 8452
GlassDesign Lanterns 2
By Carolyn Kyle and Chuck Berets
Design your own lanterns. Great for your home and garden over 4 patterns to choose from.

Catalog # 8453
Angels II
By Donna Schulze
Angels are heavenly visitors. Angels are our best friends. This book contains of full size patterns of different types of Angels.

Catalog # 8454
Glass Beadmaking
By Volkmann & Volkmann
Making glass beads is actually a simple procedure. This book will tell you which glass is suitable, which tools to use and some safety precautions for making projects like necklaces, bracelets, earrings etc.
This book contains over 14 stain glass designs, ranging from deer to titmice to pheasants as well as scenic still life.

Catalog # 8469
Studio Designs 1
By Glassmith Studio
Seven full size studio design Patterns for windows. Patterns include a Peacock, Sailboat, Butterfly, Flower, Hummingbird and a Panel shade.

Catalog # 8470
Studio Designs 2
By Glasssmith Studio
Seven full size studio design patterns for windows.

Catalog # 8471
Tiffany Fuchsia Lamp
By Carol Conti
The Fuchsia Lamp is a 16" panel lamp containing 246 piece. Each folder contains full color renditions, multiple full-size panel lamp patterns, complete with materials list and illustrated instruction.

Catalog # 8472
Wild Animals
By Volkmann & Volkmann
"Wildlife" presents 12 glass pictures in the inlay technique. Pictures of beautiful animals that are still living free in the wild.

Catalog # 8473
Stepping Stones
By Donna Schulze
This book has 5 patterns, for easy to make stained glass stepping stones for your garden.

Catalog # 8474
Crystal Catchers
By Linda Bjornson
This book contains over 40 designs of many beautiful coastal sea life using crystal accents. A great book for the beginner.

Catalog # 8475
Birds of North America Volume 2
By Walrus Publications
This book features 17 full size patterns for small panels, mobile’s and decoy-style ducks. There is a project here for everyone from the experienced to the beginner craftsman.

Catalog # 8476
A Stained Glass Journey
By Jillian Sawyer
A wonderful book displaying colorful detail-led pictures of stained glass windows from all around the world. Ran-ging from beautiful Pea-cocks to mystic witches.

Catalog # 8477
Glass Enameling
By Kay Weiner
Glass Enameling is a unique guide for creating exquisite plates, sun catchers and jewelry with glass enamels. Easy step-by-step instructions manual, complete with stencil patterns.

Catalog # 8478
Wildlife
By Volkmann & Volkmann
"Wildlife" presents 12 glass pictures in the inlay technique. Pictures of beautiful animals that are still living free in the wild.

Catalog # 8479
Stepping Stones
By Donna Schulze
This book has 5 patterns, for easy to make stained glass stepping stones for your garden.

Catalog # 8480
All Are God’s Children
By Ruth Kamps
This book contains well over 20 patterns of young children all of which are presented in their authentic wardrobe. Over 15 countries represented.

Catalog # 8481
Cozy Corners
By Diane Roberts
Stained Glass Patterns of corners for window openings that can be changed for different holidays and seasons.

Catalog # 8482
Wild Animals
By Volkmann & Volkmann
This handy pattern book presents a remarkable rich collection of over 60 full page patterns of beautiful wildlife such as Otters, Rabbits, Cranes and much more. Ideal for windows, panels, and light catchers.
Catalog # 8485
Keepsakes in Stained Glass - Ladies
By Eva Battoe
This book contains well over 30 full sized patterns of women representing different ethnicity, leisure, and times.

Catalog # 8486
Shades of Light
By Mari Stanish
20 uniquely designed small and medium panel lamp patterns for table lamps.

Catalog # 8487
State Birds in Stained Glass
By Carolyn Kyle
A collection of patterns of all the 50 state birds with a color representation of each.

Catalog # 8488
Holidays
By Volkmann & Volkmann
In this pattern folder is an abundance of suncatcher designs for Easter, Mother's day and Weddings.

Catalog # 8489
State Flowers in Stained Glass
By Carolyn Kyle
A collection of patterns of all the 50 state flowers with a color picture of each.

Catalog # 8490
Coastal Lights
By Lisa Rosochacki
7 stained glass lighthouse panel designs from the coasts of America. Full-size patterns, color photographs, instructions and tips.

Catalog # 8491
Harbor Lights
By Lisa Rosochacki
10 stained glass lighthouse suncatcher designs from the coasts of America. Full-size patterns, color photographs, instructions and tips.

Catalog # 8492
Plumes 'n' Blooms
By Terra
10 original window designs including, Swan, Peacock Feather, Japanese Iris, Hummingbirds and Magnolia, Flowering Quince, Cyclamen, Baby Birds in Nest, Mallard Ducks, Daffodils in Basket, Quetzal.

Catalog # 8493
State Flowers in Stained Glass
By Carolyn Kyle
A collection of patterns of all the 50 state flowers with a color picture of each.

Catalog # 8494
Felines and Florals
By Mari Stein
For those with a feline fancy. 11 Full-size patterns included.

Catalog # 8495
Keepsakes in Stained Glass - Ladies
By Eva Battoe
This book contains well over 30 full sized patterns of women representing different ethnicity, leisure, and times.

Catalog # 8496
Guiding Lights
By Carolyn & Wayne Detjen
6 original full-size window designs of lighthouses. Keeper of the Bay, Sentinel, Summer Storm, Blood Moon, Night Shades, and Nautical Knight.

Catalog # 8497
State Birds in Stained Glass
By Carolyn Kyle
A collection of patterns of all the 50 state birds with a color representation of each.

Catalog # 8498
Mosaics Made Easy
By Nancy M. Willimon
Ten mosaic patterns with general and specific instructions. Sun and Moon, Tropical Fish, Row Houses, Giraffes, Southwest Table Top, Oriental Pine Tree, The Wave, and Peacock.

Catalog # 8499
Holidays
By Volkmann & Volkmann
In this pattern folder is an abundance of suncatcher designs for Easter, Mother's day and Weddings.

Catalog # 8500
Shade Parade
By Donna Schulze
23 full-size patterns for panel lamps. Table lamps, desk lamps, chandeliers, torchieres, and ceiling fan lamps.

Catalog # 8501
Shades of Splendor
By Donna Schulze
A new shape of stained glass table lamp. 9 pretty designs highlight the lamp style being introduced.

Catalog # 8502
Christmas Sun Catchers
By Sun Light Studio
25 full-size Christmas suncatcher patterns. Helpful hints and thumbnail drawings for color scheme planning.

Catalog # 8503
Windows of North America 3
By Wardell Publications
A wonderful collection of color photographs of some fine stained glass art works.

Catalog # 8504
Inside the Secret Garden
By Carolyn Kyle
An intermediate to advanced Victorian Scene that is 30” x 42” and is made up of 433 pieces.

Catalog # 8505
Old World Summer
By Carolyn Kyle
An intermediate to advanced Victorian Scene that is 41-1/2” x 30” and is made up of 493 pieces.

Catalog # 8506
Photo Frame Lights
By Alex Spatz
It’s a photo frame and nightlight, too. 32 assorted patterns.
Catalog # 8508
Victorian Impressions
By Terra
9 full size patterns including several florals and a carousel horse.

Catalog # 8509
Building the Lamps of Frank Lloyd Wright
By Dennis Casey
16 Lamp designs with glass patterns, technical drawings, and material specifications.

Catalog # 8510
Suncatchers and Stone
By Marick Studios
32 patterns designed for suncatchers or mosaic stones.

Catalog # 8511
Tiffany-Style Stained Glass Lampshades
By Connie Clough Eaton
Includes full size templates for 11 panel lamp designs.

Catalog # 8512
Tiffany Garden Hearts
By Jean Bishop and Julie Bishop Day
10 patterns for heart shaped mosaic stepping stones.

Catalog # 8513
Stained Glass Projects & Patterns
By George Shannon & Pat Torlen
A comprehensive instructional book on copper foil method for flat and 3-D projects, 22 projects with pictures and step by step instructions.

Catalog # 8514
The Kaleidoscope Book
By Thom Boswell
A coffee table book. From the history to a picture gallery and construction instruction; it's all about kaleidoscopes.

Catalog # 8515
Decorative Glass of the 19th and early 20th Centuries
By Nance Fyson
A source book on the subject.

Catalog # 8516
Stained Glass Basics
By Chris Rich

Catalog # 8517
The Magic of Snowflakes
By Deverie Wood
17 snowflake designs. Made using standard bevels, full-size patterns.

Catalog # 8518
Studio Designs - series 3
By Glassmith Studios
7 original designs with GST'S signature bevel clusters. Book features a Duck, Haron, Dolphin, Dove, flower Lamp shade and a spider web made with clusters.

Catalog # 8519
Star Quality
By Denise & Virgil Hurley
3D stained glass star as suncatchers and candle holders.

Catalog # 8520
Kid's Stuff
By Judy Miller
18 suncatcher designs with themes from our childhood. Pattern and layout sheets included.

Catalog # 8521
Keepsakes in Stained Glass - Flowers
By Eva Battoe
36 full size project patterns including stepping stones and mirrors.

Catalog # 8522
Stained Glass Basics
By Carolyn Relei
60 pages of just designs covering many motifs.
Catalog # 8533
Classical Glass
By Renee Martig
66 stained glass pattern ideas. A collection of Animals, Cowboys, & Southwestern designs.

Catalog # 8534
390 Traditional Stained Glass Designs
By Hywel G. Harris
Stained glass craftspeople looking for authentic Victorian- and Edwardian-era designs will find them in this rich collection by period stained glass expert Hywel G. Harris.

Catalog # 8535
25 Nostalgic Picture Frames
By Kim Jorgensen
Easy to make picture frames in full size patterns with tips and hints.

Catalog # 8536
Tiffany Windows Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Connie Clough Eaton
Tiffany studios produced a wealth of stained glass objects at the turn of the century, but windows were their specialty.

Catalog # 8537
Gift Boutique
By Mari Stein
A variety of designs for suncatchers, candle holders and other boutique type projects.

Catalog # 8538
Steppin’ Out into the Garden
By Cliff Kennedy
20 patterns and instructions for garden stakes and stepping stones. Stakes available separately.

Catalog # 8539
North American Wildlife
By Walrus Publications
17 full size patterns for stained glass panels. The projects vary in difficulty to satisfy beginning to professional crafters.

Catalog # 8540
Floral Stained Glass Lampshades
By Connie Clough Eaton
46 full size floral panel lamp designs. Varying degrees of difficulty are included for all skill levels.

Catalog # 8541
Animal Kingdom
By Leslie Gibbs
Features suncatchers and small window patterns of African wildlife.

Catalog # 8542
The Zodiac
By Sunlight Studios
A full size pattern for each sign of the Zodiac. Materials list and helpful hints included.

Catalog # 8543
Butterflies - Nature’s Stained Glass
By Suzan Vrba-Stacy
Patterns and instruction for ornamental 3d butterflies, suncatchers, suction cup attachments, and planter spikes.

Catalog # 8544
Living with Art Glass
By Yvonne Barlog
A color packed representation of the work of Yvonne Barlog Studio.

Catalog # 8545
Making Glass Beads
By Cindy Jenkins
Marvelous instruction on a multitude of bead making techniques. Hard bound in full color.

Catalog # 8546
Creative Glass Techniques
By Bettina Eberle
32 projects covering a variety of techniques demonstrated in three distinct sections of the book. Fusing, Painting, and Lampwork.

Catalog # 8547
Walk on the Wild Side II
By Terra
Ten mosaic designs for 14” round, 16” square or hexagon mosaic molds. Full size patterns and tips included.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8556</td>
<td>Stained Glass by Candlelight</td>
<td>Ken Bird</td>
<td>Patterns and instructions for candle holder rings and candle screens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8563</td>
<td>Just Glass</td>
<td>Maxine Orcutt &amp; Pam Pycia</td>
<td>Southwestern designs for windows, cabinets, sun catchers and 3d projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8566</td>
<td>Mosaic Sundials</td>
<td>Mary Koehl</td>
<td>5 intricate sun dial patterns for 14&quot; or 16&quot; mosaic forms with 9 interchangeable arm designs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8558</td>
<td>Mishmash</td>
<td>Volkmann</td>
<td>Do you love animals or flowers? Are you a nautical fan, an exotic aficionado, a witch freak? If so, you can start right now: 28 patterns for window hangings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8559</td>
<td>Signs of the Zodiac</td>
<td>Volkmann</td>
<td>12 individual patterns for the signs of the zodiac and one pattern with the signs as a border to sun, moon, stars, and the tree of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8561</td>
<td>Fleurtations</td>
<td>Alee Sodeman-Zucher</td>
<td>6 floral designs and 4 border designs make for 2 dozen distinct window designs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8568</td>
<td>Step on Me!</td>
<td>Donna Schulze</td>
<td>Elegant patterns for easy to make stained glass stepping stones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8562</td>
<td>Crystal Christmas</td>
<td>Linda Bjornson</td>
<td>Christmas motif suncatchers and ornaments all designed with crystals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8566</td>
<td>Window Treatments I</td>
<td>John and Carole Algier</td>
<td>Intermediate to advanced designs for shutters and valances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8570</td>
<td>Window Treatments II</td>
<td>John and Carole Algier</td>
<td>Designs for shutters and dogwood lamp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8571</td>
<td>A Whole New Light</td>
<td>Beth Kauffman</td>
<td>Innovative and lovely, these nature-inspired night lights are a stunning combination of simple design, choice pieces of art glass, and leaves formed from sheet copper then embellished using various techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8572</td>
<td>Glass Design Sourcebook</td>
<td>Bill Hillman</td>
<td>Over 200 stained glass designs, styles, ideas, and inspirations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8568</td>
<td>Autumn</td>
<td>Volkmann</td>
<td>Autumn is the season of the harvest, the brightly colored foliage and the time to start thinking about what beautiful glass projects you can make during the colder season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8573</td>
<td>Tiffany Garden Borders</td>
<td>Julie Bishop-Day</td>
<td>Tiffany Garden Borders is the fourth in a series of mosaic stepping stone books. This latest edition features Mosaic Garden Borders. Ten sections of the border will make a 4 foot circle (interior dimension).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8574</td>
<td>Etched Glass: Techniques &amp; Designs</td>
<td>Norm and Ruth Dobbins</td>
<td>Authors Norm and Ruth Dobbins show how to safely and effectively use abrasive and chemical etching techniques to create several effects. The work of top artists is throughout the book.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8575</td>
<td>Quick &amp; Easy Mosaics</td>
<td>Mariarita Macchiavelli</td>
<td>Filled with innovative projects, designs and project specific techniques.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Catalog # 8577
Glass An Artist's Medium
By Lucarta Kohler
Hard bound and full color, this book starts with a brief history and the properties of glass, then moving onto the various mediums of working glass.

Catalog # 8579
Celtic Creations
By Sunlight Studio
12 full size stained glass patterns for windows, suncatchers and corners.

Catalog # 8581
The Art of Stained Glass
By Chris Peterson
Hard bound and full color, there are the works of 21 artists from around the world represented, covering Stained, Painted, Beveled, and Fused glass.

Catalog # 8585
Angels & Cherubs Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Connie Clough Eaton
60 designs depicting angels and cherubs surrounded by flowers, amid clouds, and posed against various ethereal backgrounds.

Catalog # 8586
Celtic Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Mallory Pearce
Book contains striking figures of the Gospel authors adapted from The Book of Kells, abstract designs, sinuous snakes and fish, stylized birds, and improbable four-legged creatures.

Catalog # 8587
William Morris Stained Glass Pattern Book
By Carolyn Relie
A representation of 100 of Morris' designs, rendered for stained glass.

Catalog # 8589
Grids
By Carolyn Kyle and Laura Tayne
Color and line drawings of many designs around grids patterns.

Catalog # 8594
Artisans Windows
By Mari Stein
Studio designs by the artisans of Marick Studios.

Catalog # 8595
Realistic Game Fish
By Stephanie Greene
Fifteen realistic game fish patterns for stained glass, includes full-size patterns, color photographs, tips & hints, and color suggestions.

Catalog # 8599
Tropical Teasers
By Lisa Vogt
46 exotic patterns of tropical nature themes.

Catalog # 8600
Gorgeous In Glass
By Debra Felberg Oxley
Includes patterns, descriptions and pictures for building stained glass panels.

Catalog # 8602
Wanna Do Keepsakes in Stained Glass
By Eva Battoe
38 full size patterns for creating hanging stained glass keepsakes.

Catalog # 8604
Beyond the Garden Wall
By Cliff Kennedy
Includes 20 patterns and instructions for mosaic patterns and stained glass garden stakes.

Catalog # 8605
Tiffany Garden Benches
By Jean Bishop and Julie Bishop Day
15 patterns for mosaic garden benches.

Catalog # 8607
Windows Of Vision: collection four
By Wardell Publications
Featuring the art of Leslie Perlis. The collection of images in this book is a selected overview from her portfolio of work. You will find color photographs, line drawings and grayscale images.

Catalog # 8608
Introduction AL Vital
By Manuel Didactico
A complete guide to colored glass, 17 full-size patterns.

Catalog # 8611
Building With Bevels
By Anna Verbaksy Sagami
3-D constructions to display your favorite collectibles and grace your loveliest tables.
Catalog # 8618
Butterflies
By Donna Schulze
Pattern book; beautiful butterflies in stained glass; 6 panels and 7 suncatchers.

Catalog # 8620
For the Love of Hearts
By Valerie Wood
17 full-size heart designs, perfect for Valentines day gift giving.

Catalog # 8631
A Dog Show in Stained Glass
By Bob Schneider
24 full-size patterns, Desksets, Trophies, Dresser caddies, Night lights. A unique “3D” design—“The eyes follow you”, “how to” helps and hints.

Catalog # 8632
Glassy Moments Book 6
By Karen Ichino
Glass stepping stones; 2-dimensional designs in stained glass.

Catalog # 8633
Glass Whirls
By Deborah Aubin
Design book; very nicely detailed by the author on the concept of 3 dimensional stained glass projects.

Catalog # 8634
Of Dragon Wings and Faerie things
By Jillian Sawyer
Design book; includes several patterns depicting Faeries, Dragons, and other mythical subjects; includes beautiful color photographs.

Catalog # 8635
His Only Son
By Nancy M. Willimon

Catalog # 8636
Madonna
By Nancy Willimon
Pattern book; featuring 4 full-size patterns of the Madonna.

Catalog # 8637
Sun Tiles II
By Catherine Huben
Sun Tiles II contains the flower series with four new patterns: Magnolias, Roses, Calla Lillies and Hibiscus. Includes a Bonus Design Disk compatible with Win95 Paint program which allows you to preview your color choices.

Catalog # 8638
Sundancers 1st Edition
By Donna Eller

Catalog # 8639
Wild At Heart
By Mari Stein
Pattern book; featuring 9 full-size patterns of wild animals.

Catalog # 8640
Glass Whirls too
By Deborah Aubin
This is the second book in a series of patterns and instructions for the construction of glass whirls.

Catalog # 8641
Wild & Free
By Leslie Gibbs

Catalog # 8642
Doors 2
By Volkmann & Volkmann
Twelve door panels in various styles are presented for the so-called standard door cut outs, use these projects to decorate your home, make your favorite project and remove those old drab glass panels from your doors at home.

Catalog # 8643
Glass Whirls too
By Deborah Aubin
This is the second book in a series of patterns and instructions for the construction of glass whirls.

Catalog # 8644
Prairie Lamp Design
By Prairie Designs of California
Design book; 3 lamp designs in the Frank Lloyd Wright style are featured; includes full-size patterns.

Catalog # 8645
Art Nouveau
By Volkmann & Volkmann
Glass Design book features 4 full-size floral patterns in the Art Nouveau style; color photographs included.

Catalog # 8646
Art Nouveau Windows
By Carolyn Rekei
A collection of more than 100 authentic Art Nouveau stained glass patterns, beautifully adapted by Carolyn Rekei. Includes boldly outlined figures, flowers and scores of other exotic, stylized images.

Catalog # 8647
Art Glass Details Hollyhock House
By Dennis Casey
This book contains patterns, dimensions, glass specifications, and full-size details of Frank Lloyd Wrights Hollyhock house.
Catalog # 8660
The Complete Guide to
Glass Painting
By Alan D. Gear & Barry L. Freestone
Book features over 90
techniques with 25
original projects and 400
motifs.

Catalog # 8659
The Weekend Crafter
Stained Glass
By Lynnette Wrigley
Stylish designs and
practical projects to make
in a weekend.

Catalog # 8658
Etching Glass
By Paige Gilchrist
20 simple, elegant
projects to etch with easy-to-use creams and liquids.

Catalog # 8657
Bird Baths & Borders
By Jean Bishop & Julie Bishop
Book includes 5 full-size
birdbath patterns which also can be used as 14" round stones. Six other
designs include various borders and wall plaques.

Catalog # 8656
Tooling Around
By Kay Ban Weiner
Tooling around by Kay Weiner will delight and
inspire glass enthusiasts of every skill level to create elegant works of art, by combining sheet copper and stained glass.

Catalog # 8655
Stained Glass
By Lynnette Wrigley
Stylish designs and practical projects to make in a weekend.

Catalog # 8654
Decoration Glass
By George W. Shannon
Book features Sand-blasting, copperfoil and leaded stained glass projects and patterns.

Catalog # 8653
Flower Power
By Terra Parma
Pattern book; contains various patterns of floral designs.

Catalog # 8652
Wall Lamps 4
By Volkmann & Volkmann
This book features new
techniques on working with wall scone lamps and glass.

Catalog # 8651
Wall Lamps 3
By Volkmann & Volkmann
Book features 12 mosaic wall lamp projects for your own personal crafting each of which has its own special charm.

Catalog # 8661
Painting On Glass
By Paige Gilchrist
Contemporary designs and simple techniques in glass painting are fea-
tured in this book.

Catalog # 8662
Mosaics in an Afternoon
By Connie Sheerin
This book features mosaic
design using a variety of found objects such as buttons, tiles, shells etc..

Catalog # 8663
9X9 Lives Cat Designs
By Stu Goldman
This is not a pattern book but rather a project book that contains patterns. They can be used as is, or adopted for numerous projects.

Catalog # 8664
20 Pieces or Less
By Carolyn Kyle and Laura Tayne
Pattern book. The designs featured in this book contain only 20 pieces or less. Great designs for either foil or lead. Various themes.

Catalog # 8665
Marick Windows
By Mari Stein
Pattern book; features full-size patterns of flowers and geometric designs.

Catalog # 8666
Suncatchers and Stones 2000
By Mari Stein
Pattern book; contains 24 patterns for small panels and suncatchers.

Catalog # 8667
Contemporary Warm Glass
By Brad Walker
Whether you’re a newcomer to fusing or an experienced warm glass artist, contemporary warm glass is an invaluable guide to developing and improving you’re warm glass skills.

Catalog # 8668
Marvelous Mosaics
By George W. Shannon & Pat Torlen
Expand your vision of mosaics with materials and an array of diverse techniques.

Catalog # 8669
Kid Zone
By Donna Schulze
Pattern book; contains 31 delightful children’s de-
signs in stained glass.

Catalog # 8670
Flower Power
By Terra Parma
Pattern book; contains various patterns of floral designs.

Catalog # 8671
Wall Lamps 4
By Volkmann & Volkmann
This book features 12 mosaic wall lamp projects for your own personal crafting each of which has its own special charm.

Catalog # 8672
Wall Lamps 3
By Volkmann & Volkmann
Book features 12 mosaic wall lamp projects for your own personal crafting each of which has its own special charm.

Catalog # 8673
Wall Lamps 4
By Volkmann & Volkmann
This book features new
techniques on working with wall scone lamps and glass.

Catalog # 8674
2000
By Mari Stein
Pattern book; contains 24 patterns for small panels and suncatchers.
Catalog # 8679
A Gallery of Suncatchers
By Karla Weaver
Step into the world of glass artist Karla Weaver, who treats us to a one-woman show of forty fabulous suncatchers.

Catalog # 8680
Precious Memories
By Liz Leopold
Heirloom Panels, boxes and shadow boxes to display your treasures.

Catalog # 8681
Mosaic Pots
By Christine Stewart
This book contains patterns for vessels, water gardens, fountains, bird baths, and bird feeders.

Catalog # 8682
Colour My World
By Jillian Sawyer
Design book; featuring the designs of Jillian Sawyer.

Catalog # 8683
Holiday Magic in Glass
By Liz Leopold and Jan Zuhlke
Deck your halls with festive glass panels and ornaments. Classic favorites along with fresh new designs to enjoy in your own home or to give as gifts to be cherished for many holidays to come.

Catalog # 8684
Mosaic Table Art
By Carolyn Kyle
This book is a collection of table ideas, shapes, bases, patterns and borders, that you can put together in any combinations that you like.

Catalog # 8685
Celtic Designs
By Rachel Cecere
Pattern book; contains 18 Celtic designs for stained glass; includes full-size patterns, color photographs, tips and hints.

Catalog # 8686
Door Decor
By Karen Lewit
Wreaths for the holiday seasons and other interests; book includes full-size patterns, color photographs, tips and hints.

Catalog # 8687
Wind Watchers
By Lois Loewan
Book contains 15 new full-size stained glass weathervane patterns. Complete Glass class instructions and materials lists for all projects. See page 7-30 in this catalog for hardware kits.

Catalog # 8688
Wind Watchers 2
By Lois Loewan
Book contains 17 new full-size stained glass weathervane patterns. Complete Glass class instructions and materials lists for all projects. See page 7-30 in this catalog for hardware kits.

Catalog # 8689
Animal Quest
By Laurel Nelson
Pattern book; Admiring the strength, form, beauty, and spirit of the wild animals that roam the earth. Book contains 36 patterns.

Catalog # 8690
Southern Magnolias
By Windows with a View
Pattern Book; contains 4 full-size stained glass patterns with nine possible designs. Also included are handy tips for the process and ideas for “scrap” stepping-stones as shown on the back cover.

Catalog # 8691
Nature’s Wonders
By Lisa Vogt
Pattern book containing full-size patterns of wildlife, included are fish, birds, turtles, frogs, butterflies, etc.

Catalog # 8692
Things with Wings
By Mari Stein
Pattern book; there are birds of all kinds and butterflies galore, dragonflies and a bumble bee; includes 19 patterns.

Catalog # 8693
Home For The Holidays
By Lisa Vogt
Pattern book containing full-size patterns of various Christmas motifs, including snowmen, tree ornaments, wreaths, gift tags etc.....

Catalog # 8694
A Few Marine Models
By Dennis Brady
Pattern book; includes complete assembly instructions and detailed construction diagrams; 5 patterns.

Catalog # 8695
Some Large Model Ships
By Dennis Brady
Pattern book; includes complete assembly instructions and detailed construction diagrams; 4 boat patterns.

Catalog # 8696
Garden Variety
By Jean Bishop & Julie Bishop
Design and pattern book; contains 26 patterns for stepping stones, bricks and garden benches, detailed construction and assembly instructions included.
Catalog # 8700
Holiday Hang-ups 2
By Alee Soderman-Zurcher
Pattern book; holiday themes; you will find ornaments, package personalizers, and decorations that can help you share your very special art.

Catalog # 8702
Windows from a Different Perspective
By Wardell Publications, featuring Mark Levy Studio
Design Book; includes drawings and color photographs of various designs and projects.

Catalog # 8703
Gifts for the Garden
By Mari Stein
Pattern book; 27 patterns for garden stakes, stepping stones or suncatchers; includes instructions and color photographs.

Catalog # 8705
Christmas Tree Favorites
By Deverie Wood
Pattern book; contains 35 patterns for Christmas ornaments.

Catalog # 8706
Realistic Tropical Fish in Stained Glass
By Stephanie Greene
Pattern book; contains 17 realistic tropical fish patterns for stained glass; includes full-size patterns, color photographs, tips-and-hints, and color suggestions.

Catalog # 8707
Alaskan Fever
By Laurel Nelson
Pattern book; contains 44 patterns with color illustrations.

Catalog # 8710
Building with Bevels 2
By Anna Vertsby/Sagami
Pattern book; contains patterns for candle holders, vanity trays & tabletop displays built simply and beautifully with bevels.

Catalog # 8721
Innovative Panel Lamps
By Dione Roberts
Popular themes enhanced with copper overlays, decorative wire-work, and shadow effects - each built with 36 pieces or less. Includes special instructions.

Catalog # 8727
Get Fired Up
By Lisa Vogt
Get Fired Up! is the perfect companion for glass fusers of all levels, combining a collection of attractive patterns along with basic glass fusing information.
Catalog # 8732
Americana “Past & Present
By Suzan Vrba-Stacy
Twenty-Four nostalgic designs for stained glass boxes, full-size patterns, color photographs, tips & hints and material lists.

Catalog # 8733
Model Work Boats
By Dennis Brady
Four patterns of boats, includes tug boat, police craft, fire boat, and a fishing boat. Book includes detailed assembly instructions and diagrams.

Catalog # 8734
Model Cars
By Dennis Brady
Patterns for four antique cars. Book contains detailed assembly instructions and diagrams.

Catalog # 8735
Windows Of Enduring Beauty
By Preston Studios
A book of this nature is intended to share new and imaginative images, designs and concepts. It could be used as an inspiration for new projects, or resource of ideas for new commissions.

Catalog # 8736
Contemporary Glass Boxes
By Margaret Werderits
Eleven contemporary designs for stained glass boxes, full-size patterns, color photographs, tips & hints, and material lists.

Catalog # 8737
Nostalgic Glass Boxes
By Kim Jorgensen
Twenty-Four nostalgic designs for stained glass boxes, full-size patterns, color photographs, tips & hints and material lists.

Catalog # 8738
Garden in Bloom
By Lisa Vogt
Book contains ten beautiful patterns of various motifs including wild life and mythical subjects.

Catalog # 8739
Garden P'ZAZZ
By Donna Schulze
This book contains Mosaics designs for planters, bricks & stepping stones. 31 Full-size patterns included.

Catalog # 8740
A Lazy Man’s Guide To Stained Glass
By Dennis Brady
This book offers professional tips, tricks, and short cuts when working with stained glass.

Catalog # 8741
New Floral Images
By Terra
Pattern book containing seven full-size patterns of floral motifs.

Catalog # 8742
25 Pieces...Or Less!
By Kyle and Laura Tayne
Only 25 pieces, sometimes even less, yet these designs look far more detailed. Book contains twenty-four patterns plus tips and special instructions.

Catalog # 8743
Introduction To Precious Metal Clay
By Mary Ann Devos
A do-it-yourself master class with instructions for creating fine silver or gold jewelry using this exceptional material.

Catalog # 8744
Innovative Adornments
By Jayne Persico
An Introduction to fused glass and wire jewelry. Learn how to make distinctive fused glass jewelry using silver and gold wire wrapping techniques to produce spectacular personal adornments.

Catalog # 8745
Tropical Breezes
By Leslie Gibbs
Pattern book contains several patterns of Exotic Flowers, birds and wildlife.
its 73 handsome motifs.

Catalog # 8761
Dog Show II
By Bob Schneider
Stained Glass Pattern book containing eighteen patterns for various Dog breeds. Book also contains suggestions, full-size patterns, full color photos, how-to's, framing ideas and more.

Catalog # 8762
Tiffany Garden Indoors & Out
By Julie Bishop Day
More than twenty full-size patterns, great projects to compliment your home and garden. Included are patterns of mini greenhouse conservatories, assorted wall pockets, bird feeders and collage photo frames.

Catalog # 8763
Victorian Doorways
By Carolyn Relei
This volume presents a panorama of elegant patterns, all specially designed for doorways, featuring flowers, grapevines, scrolls, wreaths and other authentic motifs from 19th century sources.

Catalog # 8764
Arts and Crafts
By Carolyn Relei
Inspired by the elegant simplicity of the Arts and Crafts movement, this compilation of original patterns is the handwork of an expert in stained glass design. Artists and artisans will find a wealth of design options among its 73 handsome motifs.

Catalog # 8765
Frogs Song
By Jillian Sawyer
Stained glass pattern book containing a variety of patterns for frogs. This book contains beautiful photographs and graphics in rich colors.

Catalog # 8766
More Celtic Designs
By Rachel Cecere
This book contains designs from sources such as the Book of Kells and the Book of Durrow that have been adopted so they are easy to do in stained glass. You will also find many original designs that are based on the forms of Celtic art. 18 full-size patterns, tips.

Catalog # 8767
Coonley Playhouse
By Dennis J. Casey
Pattern book. Book contains the designs for the 1912 building designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. The patterns are of the window panels in the house. Book contains many patterns and special instructions.

Catalog # 8768
Stained Glass Leaves
By Clara Bumis
This book contains thirty accurate representations of leaves for stained glass. Full-size patterns included plus detailed instructions.

Catalog # 8769
Glass Decor Outdoors
By Jan Schrader
Brighten a border with garden stakes and flowers, add sound effects with a fused wind chime, and treat your feathered friends with bird seed holders and hummingbird feeders. Includes special instructions and tips.

Catalog # 8770
Golden Days
By Leslie Gibbs & Laura Tayne
Stained glass pattern book containing several patterns of various garden motifs. Included are patterns of birds, butterflies, flowers, koi fish in pond etc...tips and hints included.

Catalog # 8771
Symbols of Faith
By Mari Stein
This thirty-two page book contains beautiful photographs and graphics in rich colors. Book contains full-size patterns, tips. Many patterns and special suggestions.

Catalog # 8772
The Sun, The Moon and The Stars
By Mari Stein
Pattern book. There are suns with brilliant reds, oranges, yellows, and red ambers to warm us and bring hope of spring. Moons glowing, with a twinkle in their eye. Stars glowing in the darkness of the night sky.

Catalog # 8773
Realistic Hummingbirds
By Stephanie Greene
16 patterns inspired by Ancient Chinese designs, book contains full-size patterns along with tips and hints.

Catalog # 8774
Frogs Song
By Jillian Sawyer
Stained glass pattern book containing a variety of patterns for frogs. This book contains beautiful photographs and graphics in rich colors.

Catalog # 8775
Frogs Song
By Jillian Sawyer
Stained glass pattern book containing a variety of patterns for frogs. This book contains beautiful photographs and graphics in rich colors.

Catalog # 8776
Technique of Leaded Glass
By Alastair Duncan
Informative and imaginative, this illustrated exploration of the art and techniques of leaded glass has been prepared by one of the world’s greatest authorities on Tiffany glass.

Catalog # 8777
Easy Stained Glass Patterns for Traditional Doorways
By Connie Clough Eaton
This treasury of lovely, original patterns, based on traditional stained glass motifs, contains a wealth of attractive floral and geometric artwork. Elloquent in their simplicity, the high-quality designs are framed by oval, rectangular, square, round, and half round borders.

Catalog # 8778
The Sun, The Moon and The Stars
By Mari Stein
Pattern book. There are suns with brilliant reds, oranges, yellows, and red ambers to warm us and bring hope of spring. Moons glowing, with a twinkle in their eye. Stars glowing in the darkness of the night sky.

Catalog # 8779
Living in Harmony
By Rachel Cecere
18 Realistic hummingbird patterns for stained glass. Book contains full-size patterns, color photographs, tips & hints and color suggestions.

Catalog # 8780
Living in Harmony
By Rachel Cecere
18 Realistic hummingbird patterns for stained glass. Book contains full-size patterns, color photographs, tips & hints and color suggestions.

Catalog # 8781
Frogs Song
By Jillian Sawyer
Stained glass pattern book containing a variety of patterns for frogs. This book contains beautiful photographs and graphics in rich colors.

Catalog # 8782
Sunseekers; starburst patterns for stained glass
By Sue Hubbard
18 easy-to-make projects using diamonds and circles full-size patterns, tips & hints and color photos.
Catalog # 8783
Bush Beauties
By Jillian Sawyer

Catalog # 8793
Glass Decor Indoors
By Jan Schrader
Surround yourself with glass! Projects to beautify your home with dozens of home dec accessories from platters, coasters, plant stakes...even tabletop fountains. Fused or foiled glass combine with embossed sheet copper to create one-of-a-kind pieces.

Catalog # 8788
Glass Elegance, The Best Of
By Debra Felberg Oxley
This book is a compilation of four previous books. Book contains several designs for panels of various plant, animal, and mythical beings.

Catalog # 8789
Mosaic Pictures In Glass
By Christine Stewart
This book explores the application of glass mosaics, incorporating the technique to make mosaic pictures.

Catalog # 8790
Flourish
By Lisa Vogt

Catalog # 8791
Favorite Images
By Terra
Pattern Book. Contains 8 full-size patterns for panels in various motifs. Features teddy bears, flowers, doves, lighthouse and Dolphins.

Catalog # 8792
Creative Designing
By Kay Bain Weiner
This book contains great pictures of glass art designs by well known artists. Includes suggestions on technique, and glass selection.

Catalog # 8793
Ring-Bilder Ring Pictures
By Verlag Evamarie Volkman K G
This Glass design pattern book shows you window pictures enclosed in metal rings.

Catalog # 8794
Weihnachten; Christmas
By Verlag Evamarie Volkman K G
In this folder you will find a number of new Christmas ideas. Features decorative Christmas mandalas, napkin stars Santa Clauses and Christmas trees.

Catalog # 8795
Flameworking
By Elizabeth Ryland Mears.
Book contains instruction, photographs, designs, patterns and projects for creating Glass Beads, Sculptures & Functional objects.

Catalog # 8796
Happy Trails
By Dan & Bernie Donovan
10 patterns for window panels in western motifs. Book features, roping cowboy, horses, and other farm related motifs.

Catalog # 8797
Glass Whirls Potpourri
By Deborah Aubin
This is the third book in a series of patterns and instructions for the construction of glass whirls.

Catalog # 8798
Hyde Park Windows
By Mari Stein
Book contains 14 patterns for windows of windows in the Hyde Park area of Cincinnati. All the patterns are able to be done full size.

Catalog # 8799
Contemporary Florals
By Dione Roberts
Book contains 18 patterns for glass panels of various flowers and floral arrangements. A fresh approach to a classic theme, with color variations galore.

Catalog # 8803
Natural Chimes
By Jan Schrader
You will enjoy the sight as well as the sound of these uniquely beautiful wind Chimes. Detailed instructions for supplies, pattern making, fusing and hanging. You will find full color step-by-step instructions on pages 14 and 15.
This book is an informational journey and it is intended to provide insight and inspiration, which are, after all, at the heart of all artistic endeavor.

Dimensions of Christmas 2
By Jeny Nudson
Pattern Book for window hangings. Book contains patterns of Christmas motifs, and includes tips and techniques.

Let There Be Light
By Carolyn Kyle
Pictorial, symbolic, & abstract stained glass window designs based on the life of Christ. Pattern book contains tips and suggestions along with color photographs of end results.

Glass-itecture: The Style Handbook
By Stu Goldman
The portable, quick & easy guide to identifying period architectural and furnishing styles, and matching them with compatible stained glass motifs.

Uncommon Stained Glass
By Peter McGrain
Uncommon Stained Glass explores the art work of Peter McGrain in complete chronological order. It traces his artistic development from his earliest efforts as a self-taught hobbyist to his most recent professional accomplishments.

Deep Blue Sea
By Leslie Gibbs
Pattern Book. Take a deep breath and plunge into the ocean depths. You'll love the bright colors and dazzling shapes and textures you'll find in these projects.

Maidens, Myths and Mermaids
By Jody and Delina Sheppard
Designs for forty stained glass windows, including 2 full-size pattern renderings.

Fabulous Fish
By Jan Schrader
The fish patterns in this book can be used in many ways. They can be used in traditional stained glass work as suncatchers, coasters, trivits, plates, and other homedecorating ideas.

Faerie Frolics
By Jillian Sawyer
Twenty nine patterns of faeries for craftspeople and artisans. Color photographs in include along with tips for choosing glass.
Catalog # 8860  
We Are One  
By Deverie Wood  
19 full size patterns. Designs for all skill levels featuring spiritual symbols from around the globe.

Catalog # 8861  
Beginning Patterns  
By Denny Berkery  
Beginning Patterns was designed for the beginning student to meet with success. The patterns were designed trying to avoid tight inside curves and other shapes that are particularly difficult for students with beginning skills.

Catalog # 8862  
Beginning Patterns II  
By Denny Berkery  
This book was created to compliment Beginning Patterns. 40 full size patterns, half suitable for foil and half suitable for lead. The foil patterns are a little more complicated than Book 1, but the lead patterns are for beginners.

Catalog # 8863  
Dimensions of Christmas 3  
By Teny Hudson  
Patterns and instructions for exquisit 3 dimensional holiday nativity scenes. Including Holy Family, 3 Wisemen, Angels, Shepherds, Camel, Lambs, Cow, Burro, Palm Tree. Also includes southwest style nativity

Catalog # 8864  
30 Pieces or Less  
By Carolyn Kyle & Laura Tayne  
Only 30 pieces, sometimes less, yet these designs look far more detailed. Glass selection is the secret. Choosing glass with streaks and swirls, variations in color and texture, is what adds extra visual mileage to the beginning patterns.

Catalog # 8865  
A Mosaic Christmas  
By Dione Roberts  
Have a Merry Mosaic Christmas building innovative ornaments, frames, fan lamps and other decorative holiday items for your home or to give as gifts. Built on clear glass backing, the projects are quick to produce, and will illuminate beautifully.

Catalog # 8866  
Jewelry Boutique  
By Linda Russell Whitcomb  
Each piece of jewelry in this book has been made with the basic copper foil method, so anyone with basic skills of copper foiling and soldering can succeed. Because these pieces will be in contact with skin, it is recommended that they be electroplated so that no lead is exposed.

Catalog # 8867  
Hanging Around  
By Mari Stein  
15 full size round shaped geometric designs using bevels, antique plates & jewels. The projects are shown in color to help you visualize the patterns.

Catalog # 8868  
Cute & Cuddly  
By Mari Stein  
23 full size suncatchers. Some of the cutest, sweetest and most huggable creatures around. There are adorable bears & bunnies, blue birds, a baby lion a cute mouse, snuggly puppies & kittens and many more.

Catalog # 8869  
Staight & Simple Stained Glass Patterns  
By Jan Schrader  
This book throughs no curve balls, however its amazing what kind of designs can be created with use of straight lines only. From quilts to starbusts, picture frames and mirror frames. Beautiful patterns and projects for the novice glass enthusiast.

Catalog # 8870  
Mosaics Unlimited  
By Christine Stewart  
Mosaic masterpieces are made possible for beginners to advanced artists by the techniques of shape cutting with the glass cutter and nipping with the mosaic cutting pliers. Projects include mosaic pictures, unique statuary whimsical teapots, and fused glass mosaics.

Catalog # 8871  
Nostalgic Candleholders  
By Kim Jorgensen  
16 Nostalgic designs for stained glass candleholders full size patterns, color pictures, tips and hints, most of the candleholders hold a small votive candle, but you can adjust the size if you’d like to use larger candles.

Catalog # 8872  
Curious Cats  
By Jean Beaulieu  
12 animated designs of our feline friends. The elegance of their feline movements and the softness of their muscle structure has been transposed in these drawings.

Catalog # 8873  
Stained Glass Seashells and Other Patterns From The Sea  
By Rachel Cecere  
17 full size patterns inspired by the sea. Including a chambered nautilus, crab, conch shell, seahorse, star fish, lobster, shell framed mirror and more.

Catalog # 8874  
Fanciful Filigree  
By Sue Hubbard  
15 delicate yet sturdy sun catchers made with handmade lead filigree, jewels, glob & bevels.

Catalog # 8875  
Stained Glass Firescreens  
By Judy Coleman  
10 patterns for fireplace screens. Here is your chance to make an heirloom quality stained glass firescreen. let your creativity and your imagination be your guide. The firescreen you creat will give you enjoyment for many years to come.

Catalog # 8876  
Red Hats in Stained Glass  
By Vicki Gillespie  
Even if you’re not a “red hat lady” yourself, I bet you know someone who is. And once you make one of these fancy hats and show your friends, I bet you’ll be making more real soon. 12 full size patterns inspired by the red hat society.

Catalog # 8877  
Prairie Style Panels  
By Scott Haebich  
44 designs for Prairie Style window panels, all straight cuts make these projects easy to build. Straight line designs allow you to easily adapt the patterns to cabints, sidelights, lanterns or box tops.
Garden Art in Glass
By Leslie Gibbs
Patterns and instructions for making foiled and fused projects for garden stakes, wind chimes, cabinet knobs, suncatchers, and much more.

Precious Metal Clay in Mixed Media
By Mary Ann Devos
This book explores the possibilities of using Precious Metal Clay in combination with a wide range of other materials. With detailed color pictures, instructions, and tips to help you through the projects contained in the book.

Windows of Elegance Volume 2
By Carole Harris-Wardell
Featuring the works of Glass Reflection Studio of Fort Lauderdale. A valuable resource containing 77 full color pages showcasing artglass designs as they exist in the homes they were designed for.

Kiln Formed Bracelets
By Jayne Persico
A beautiful full color book with step by step instructions for making glass bracelets, with tips and a complete list of tools required. A must have for anyone making fused glass jewelry.

Windows for the Soul Revised and Updated
By Ron Bovard
In this book Ron shares his knowledge on the creation of art, execution of craft and the restoration of our stained glass heritage. Also included is an extensive portfolio presenting a cross section of Bovard Studio's projects.

Modern Stained Glass Panels
By Dione Roberts
32 inspiring window designs of everything from the chambered nautilus to the mule deer. All are exceptional designs for all skill levels.

Classics Images
By Terra Parma
8 full size patterns with seasonal floral images. All are 16” x 20” and have estimated square foot requirements of glass.

Chimes for All Seasons
By Crys Soderholm
Chimes for All Seasons explores fused glass and geometric styling possibilities using the mule deer. All are exceptional designs for all skill levels.

Antique Windows
By Matt Sandoval & Russell Whitcomb
15 windows all in the style that could have been seen in the early to mid 1900’s. Victorian windows with floral and geometric stylings. All patterns can easily be enlarged to fit whatever application you have.

Patterns for South Beach Frame
By Carole Wardell & Crys Soderholm
Full size patterns for 13 Art Deco panels to fit into the innovative South Beach Frame.

Windows of Mystique
By Randy Wardell
79 full color pages featuring the works of Malavika Tiwari Glass Art of New Delhi. A valuable resource for designing glass for interior applications.

Illuminations
By Beth Kaufman
Nature comes alive in these stunning night lights, fan lamps and window decor. Full size patterns, complete instructions and detailed color representations of all projects are included. Designs from the sea, the sky and the garden.

Innovative Stained Glass Panels
By Dione Roberts
32 inspiring window designs of everything from the chambered nautilus to the mule deer. All are exceptional designs for all skill levels.

Illuminations
By Beth Kaufman
Nature comes alive in these stunning night lights, fan lamps and window decor. Full size patterns, complete instructions and detailed color representations of all projects are included. Designs from the sea, the sky and the garden.

Frame
By Crys Soderholm
Innovative South Beach Frame
Featuring projects utilizing Kaiserlee Board and System96 Studio Nugets in casted glass sculptures and wall mounted vases. Other projects include, an indoor tabletop fountain, wall clocks, custom shaped drop outs, pattern bars, pendant chandeliers and much more.

Kiln Formed Bracelets
By Jayne Persico
A beautiful full color book with step by step instructions for making glass bracelets, with tips and a complete list of tools required. A must have for anyone making fused glass jewelry.

Windows of Elegance Volume 2
By Carole Harris-Wardell
Featuring the works of Glass Reflection Studio of Fort Lauderdale. A valuable resource containing 77 full color pages showcasing artglass designs as they exist in the homes they were designed for.

Kiln Formed Bracelets
By Jayne Persico
A beautiful full color book with step by step instructions for making glass bracelets, with tips and a complete list of tools required. A must have for anyone making fused glass jewelry.

Windows of Elegance Volume 2
By Carole Harris-Wardell
Featuring the works of Glass Reflection Studio of Fort Lauderdale. A valuable resource containing 77 full color pages showcasing artglass designs as they exist in the homes they were designed for.

Kiln Formed Bracelets
By Jayne Persico
A beautiful full color book with step by step instructions for making glass bracelets, with tips and a complete list of tools required. A must have for anyone making fused glass jewelry.

Windows of Elegance Volume 2
By Carole Harris-Wardell
Featuring the works of Glass Reflection Studio of Fort Lauderdale. A valuable resource containing 77 full color pages showcasing artglass designs as they exist in the homes they were designed for.

Kiln Formed Bracelets
By Jayne Persico
A beautiful full color book with step by step instructions for making glass bracelets, with tips and a complete list of tools required. A must have for anyone making fused glass jewelry.
Catalog # 8896
A Gallery of Winners
By Carol McEvoy
This book is the result of a stained glass designer talent contest sponsored by CKE publications. These are just a few of the more than one hundred original designs that were submitted.

Catalog # 8903
Welcome Home
By Leslie Gibbs & Laura Taun
Stylish Symbolic stained glass panels, door inserts, sidelights and transoms that bring blessings and good fortune to the inhabitants.

Catalog # 8909
Cat Designs
By Tessa McOnie
Cat designs features many designs. These playful and curious cats are perfect designs for the cat lover.

Catalog # 8897
Studio Windows
By Mari Stein
This book contains 14 full size patterns including floral, geometric, abstract and nature.

Catalog # 8904
Fun With Fusing
By Jan Zuhlke & Alice Geyer
Simple Projects for Table Top Kilns. The patterns are designed to be on a base layer of clear glass which you built the design on top of.

Catalog # 8908
Glass Bead Making
By Kimberley Adams
This book explains how to make beads to the beginner all the way up to advanced sculptural techniques.

Catalog # 8898
Fused Sinks and More
By Lisa Vogt
This book contains patterns and instructions on making fused glass sink bowls and other decorative plates and platters.

Catalog # 8905
Warm Glass, A Complete Guide to Kiln Forming Techniques Fusing - Slumping - Casting
By Philippa Beveridge, Ignasi Domenech, Eva Pascual
This book features different techniques on how to cast, mold, and fuse glass.

Catalog # 8899
The Art of Fusing Pictures in Glass
By Janet Schrader
This book teaches the fuser how to make beautiful multi-dimensional pictures in glass using frit, confetti, stringers and other glass components. Includes 14 designs, glass cutting and basic fusing experience is needed to be successful.

Catalog # 8906
500 Glass Objects
By Lark Books
Glass objects that are striking in their forms, techniques, and reflections on society. Whether you are a collector, or enthusiast of glass work, this showcase of glass will delight and inspire you.

Catalog # 8910
Kitchen - Cabinets, Windows, Tiles
By Anna Verbsky Sagami
This book features many designs for kitchen cabinet doors and windows, from simple borders to elaborate designs.

Catalog # 8911
Art Glass Quarterly VOL 4
By Global Arts Publishing
This issue features articles about: Dale Chihuly, John Lewis, Scott Riggs, Kimiake Higuchi, Randy Strong, Habatat Gallery, Roberto Dono Tools, Paul Stankard, Bogenrief Studios.

Catalog # 8901
World Art Glass Quarterly Volume 3
By Global Arts Publishing

Catalog # 8912
Dog Designs
By Tessa McOnie
This book features different designs of dogs from cute and cuddly Puppies to wise and loyal guard dogs.

Catalog # 8902
Witchcraft
By Jillian Sawyer
This book is about Witches, wizards, harpies and hags, Familiars, dark deeds, good witches and bad. They have been infused with a little humor and a touch of cheekiness.

Catalog # 8907
Kiln Formed Glass
By Brenda Griffith
This book explains how to fuse, slump, and cast glass easily for the beginner. It explains common mistakes and how to fix them. This book also goes over how to get your piece to look the best.

Catalog # 8903
Glass Bead Making
By Kimberley Adams
This book explains how to make beads to the beginner all the way up to advanced sculptural techniques.

Catalog # 8904
Witchcraft
By Jillian Sawyer
This book is about Witches, wizards, harpies and hags, Familiars, dark deeds, good witches and bad. They have been infused with a little humor and a touch of cheekiness.